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• “[A] key development in recent decades is that inflation 

appears less responsive to resource slack”

• “[T]he strengthening of the labor market in recent years 

has highlighted the challenges of assessing the 

proximity of the labor market to … full employment”

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/clarida20190409a.htm

The Federal Reserve's Review of Its Monetary Policy 

Strategy, Tools, and Communication Practices
Vice Chair Richard H. Clarida

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/clarida20190409a.htm
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Price setting

Price Data Collection & Imputation

Price Weighting

Price Index

The ‘Price Level’ of Economic Theory Cannot Exist. 
In the Real World It is Necessarily a Social Construction



42% of Core PCE is PROCYCLICAL

Includes housing, recreational, food services, some non-durable goods

58% of Core PCE is ACYCLICAL

Includes health care, financial services, clothing, transportation
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The Nature of Prices Is Inherently 
Legal/Regulatory/Administered/Budgetary

• Utilities

• Interest rates

• Taxes (sales/property)

• Education subsidies/student 

debt

• Intellectual property

• Antitrust treatment of 

corporate power

• Antitrust treatment of labor 

'power’

• Energy, agriculture

• Medical/Medicare/Medicaid

• Housing, rent

• Government procurement

• Involuntary unemployment

• Carbon
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“To say that net output to-day is greater, but the price-level lower, 
than ten years ago or one year ago, is a proposition of a similar 
character to the statement that Queen Victoria was a better queen, 
but not a happier woman than Queen Elizabeth—a proposition not 
without meaning and not without interest, but unsuitable as material 
for the differential calculus. Our precision will be a mock precision if 
we try to use such partly vague and non-quantitative concepts as the 
basis of a quantitative analysis.” 

Keynes, GT, p. 40



So … what’s the point of policy and the price index?

• What if a cure for cancer raises inflation?

• If prices are rising faster in communities with larger concentrations 
of the historically marginalized & disenfranchised …

o What if these prices are not heavily weighted in the 
headline/core/trimmed mean/median, etc., price index policy 
makers use?

o What if these prices ARE heavily weighted in policy makers’ 
favored price index?

• Is it a coincidence that “excessive wage growth” is historically the 
main thing economists & central bankers worry about?





CBO Now

•Projects deficit effects of policy proposals

•Assumes unemployment converges to 'natural rate'

•Assumes real GDP converges to 'potential'

•Assumes inflation converges to low rate

•Assumes Fed sets interest rate on government debt



A Better CBO

• Project pricing effects of policy proposals

• Connect pricing effects to price index(es)

• The necessary 'pay for' is the rise projected price index 
increase relative to target

• Possible 'pay fors' go well beyond traditional
taxing/spending, consistent with how price indexes actually 
work

• Measures to monitor in real time—cyclical and acyclical







Lots of Automatic Stabilizers

• Increase number of tax brackets, indexed on average to inflation target

• Index government purchases, transfers, tax expenditures, tax credits, etc. 
to inflation target on average

• Triggers for engaging and thresholds for winding down discretionary 
automatic stabilizers such as transfers to states, tax cuts, income 
transfers, and other spending

• Framework for offsetting state/local governments’ cyclical budget 
shortfalls (provided, say, structural budgets are balanced, or whatever)

• Job Guarantee, & index the wage to inflation target on average (+ some 
measure of trend productivity)



• From a Minskyan perspective, adjusting short-term rates to manage the 
economy is destabilizing

• Many ways already in place in numerous countries to go beyond 
adjusting short-term, risk-free interest rates to regulate the QUALITY of 
credit, including adjusting margins of safety and haircuts

• What government & CB allow in the expansion will be taken onto their 
financial statements in the next crisis

• A complementary tool (from RBNZ research) is for central bank to adjust  
interest tax procyclically on targeted loans by quality/geography/etc

• Interest on domestic-currency national debt is a policy variable. Remove 
it from monetary policy transmission

Financial Stabilization
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Some takeaways ...

• MV=PY, Phillips Curves, & ‘unemployment is low already’ are NOT
settled or uncontroversial

• There is no theoretically pure “price level” in the real world. It’s 
necessarily a social/political construct

• Prices are inherently legal/administrative/regulatory/budgetary

• Replace the budget constraint with an inflation constraint 
broadly implemented, while recognizing “the inflation rate” is 

itself inherently value-laden



Thank You!


